GIFT BAG PRODUCT MENU
PAX Era Vaporizer

www.paxvapor.com • @paxvapor
Era is precise, reliable, and quality
controlled so that you’re satisfied and
impressed, every time.
• Rigorous testing to ensure dependable, long-lasting battery
performance
• Equipped with a security lock to prevent misuse
• 1 year Limited Warranty and a full time support team
• Dual-wicks absorb from both sides so material isn’t wasted
• Leak resistant and clog free
• Set preferences for potency and flavor with Session Control™
• Adjust temperature down to precise degrees
1
• Automatic firmware updates to keep your device up to date

Brite Labs PAX Pods

www.britelabs.com • @brite.labs
One pod each of the following flavors:
Apricot Ice Cream (Hybrid): Apricot Ice
Cream is an Indica leaning hybrid cross of
Apricot Jelly (Irene Apricot x Jelly Breath)
and Ice Cream Cake (Wedding Cake x
Gelato #33). With the taste of berries,
citrus, cream, and gas. Apricot Ice Cream provides a balanced
body and head high. Great for mood elevation, managing
stress, and relaxing.
Forbidden Fruit (Indica): Forbidden Fruit is a Indica
Dominant cross of Tangie and a Cherry Pie. Forbidden Fruit
has an intoxicating aroma of citrus with underlying layer of
berry. It provides a relaxing, well rounded body high with
a light head high. Great for putting the mind as ease and
winding down at the end of the day.

Jetty PAX Pods

www.jettyextracts.com
@jettyextracts
Every Jetty PAX Pod contains only two
ingredients: cannabis oil and cannabis
terpenes. Through cryo-distillation processes, we preserve
the terpenes’ complex formations, contributing to that soughtafter entourage effect. There are never any additives, solvents
or unwanted materials.
The latest limited-edition strains from Jetty:
Tahoe OG (hybrid) is lemony and earthy in flavor and offers
a full-bodied high.
Sage N Sour (sativa) is herbaceous with just the right
amount of pucker.
Granddaddy Purps (indica) is a heavy-hitter with a distinctive
purple berry taste.

Aster Farms

www.asterfarms.com • @asterfarms
Sour Lemonade - Sunrise - Sour
Lemonade is our sunrise strain. The
nose is both sweet and sour just like
it’s name. A mild high with energetic effects, ideal for daytime
consumption. A true sativa with uplifting, creative energy.
16% THC, 0% CBD
Maui OG - Radiant - Aster Farms’ Maui OG is perfect for all
types of users. With a medium level of THC and a “radiant”
terpene profile we suggest this strain for creativity and
daytime use. Floral and citrus notes with a smooth euphoria.
Glowing, creative and relaxed is Radiant AF. %16 THC, 0% CBD
Deep 2
Sour Kush - Sunset - Deep
3 Sour Kush is our sunset
strain. The unique cross captures the energy of diesel and
euphoria of kush. It’s recommended for knowledgeable
consumers and medicinal patients with chronic pain. 24%
THC, 0% CBD
Paris OG - Moonlight - Aster Farms’ Paris OG is a true indica
with calming, relaxing effects. It has an earthy OG nose with
a hint of citrus, the product of the Lemon OG and Headband
cross. 20% THC, 0% CBD
White Buffalo - Outer Space - White Buffalo is a 80/20 sativa
dominant hybrid that provides a surprising blast of euphoria.
Partnered with the uplifting effects, this strain is quickly
becoming a fan favorite for the serious user. Best suited for
those who enjoy the head highs and a serious smoke. Great
for medicinal use. 21.9% THC, 0% CBD

OLO

www.getolo.com • @getolo
OLO believes that cannabis can be inspiring,
expressive, creative, and easy to enjoy.
By combining modern neuroscience with
advanced organic chemistry, we isolated the
most desirable effects of cannabis to create
four unique and perfected experiences: Active, Focus, Social,
and Chill.
Our sublingual strips, precisely formulated in 5mg and
10mg, provide you with a new luxury: full control over your
experience. Scientifically developed to integrate seamlessly
into everyday lifestyle activities, OLO delivers pure, pleasant
highs and vivid experiences.
Developed and manufactured in Richmond, CA, the OLO
line of experiential sublingual strips delivers a hi-def high in
ten to fifteen minutes that lasts for three to five hours. All
strips are zero-calorie, gluten-free, natural, non-GMO, and
infused with a mint flavoring that masks the taste and smell
of cannabis. OLO is now available throughout California.
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Nightingale Remedies CBD
Pain Cream

www.nightingale-remedies.com
@nightingaleremedies
Nightingale Remedies is the result
of a passion project founded on the
goal to deliver the most effective pain
relief topical available. Developed out of necessity to treat his
own pains and injuries from years of snowboarding, founder
Patrick Brennan collaborated with a 30 year compound
pharmacist and doctors to create a unique formula that is
backed by science. Utilizing the proven anti-inflammatory and
pain-relieving ingredients Turmeric Curcumin, Glucosamine,
Boswellia Serrata and MSM creates a true Entourage Effect,
that work in tandem with CBD to penetrate through the skin’s
epidermis for maximum relief.

New Highs CBD

www.newhighscbd.com • @newhighscbd
New Highs means achieving new heights
in your life without getting “high” or
intoxicated. Whether you attain this through
increased mobility due to less pain, added
confidence from healthier and more radiant
skin, or simply from feeling great, New Highs
CBD is here for you. A women-run business founded on pure
origins and premium ingredients, New Highs whole plant
products are grown and crafted in the USA and backed by
third party lab testing by Evio Labs. Designed with luxurious
indulgence and self-care in mind, New Highs is the premier
brand for those who desire a green-friendly, health-supportive
lifestyle that helps you fulfill goals, inspire others, and elevate
the everyday things you do, small and large.

Greater Goods

www.leifgoods.com
@leifgoods
Orange Ginger Chocolate Bar
Bringing beautiful and inspired experiences to the daily
practice of personal betterment. Wonderful, happy, CBD
things.
• 66% Organic Dark Chocolate Infused with Orange and Topped
with Crystallized Ginger
• Vegan, Organic, Fair-Trade, Non-GMO
• Contains 100mg CBD full spectrum hemp oil derived from
Oregon sun grown hemp. Contains trace amounts of THC,
less than .03%.

Satori Fruit Chocolates

www.satorichocolates.com
@SatoriChocolates
Satori’s artisanal chocolates combine
the finest, all-natural ingredients
with the convenience of microdosing for a truly enjoyable edible
experience. Whether you’re a dark or milk chocolate lover, a THC
or CBD seeker, Satori has you covered with 7 flavors and doses
allowing the consumer to control their Satori journey. Satori is
made in CannaCraft’s state of the art facility in Santa Rosa and
is overseen by Matt Kulczycki. Prior to joining CannaCraft, Matt
helped create K+M Chocolates, a chocolate line for Thomas
Keller, founder and chef of French Laundry.

Shine Gold Blunt Wraps

www.shinepapers.com • @shinepapers
Gold Blunt Wraps by Shine
Our 24k cigar wraps were created
with bosses in mind. Handcrafted
gold cigar wraps made from the finest 24K edible gold.

Prince Paul Box

https://www.etsy.com/shop/
PrinceWoodArt • @princewoodarts
The Traveller - A handmade exotic
hardwood rolling tray/stash box with
matching scoop/scraper.

$250 Bridge & Burn Gift Cards

www.bridgeandburn.com
@bridgeandburn
Bridge & Burn is classic, functional
and distinctively Northwest
apparel for men and women. Since
2010 we’ve been creating classic,
understated clothing inspired by the
natural beauty and thriving culture
of our hometown. Every piece is thoughtfully designed by
our small team in the industrial SE neighborhood of Portland,
OR. We never compromise on fit, fabric, and careful detailing
to ensure each new line upholds our signature of versatility,
durability and casual sophistication.
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These CannaSwag gift bags were curated and
produced by California’s Cannabis Concierge, and
include a wide selection of high end, small batch,
craft cannabis and CBD products. They represent one
aspect of our Backstage Budtending services which
we provide for artists, bands, labels, venues, festivals
and recording sessions.
We specialize in integrating cannabis into your
professional and personal life, with a focus on
providing products and experiences which support
specific intentions. We seek out cutting edge
technology and delivery systems which maximize the
flavors, terpenes and cannnabinoids to help create a
specific experience.
If you have any questions about the products
enclosed, or would like to know more about what we
do, please get in touch.

www.californiascannabisconcierge.com
Instagram: @californias_cannabis_concierge

